A is multiple, but he suggested that this fact would be true even in that case. The purpose of this paper is to prove it following his idea with some modification.
Automorphic eigen forms
Let F be a totally real number field and a the set of all archimedian primes of F. For e~ch set X, we denote by X a the product of a copies of X For g e SL 2 (R) , z=(z ) eH and (j =( (j ) e Z , we put v v jg(z) (f =j (g,z) (f = II j (gv,zv)(j.
v -1 -
We shall define automorphic forms of integral and half integral weight.
A weight will be either an element of Za a (Case I,integral weight) or an element of (1/2)u+Z (Case II, half integral weight).
For each weight cr, we denote by G the set of all cr pairs (g, I (z)) with g E SL 2
(F) and l( z) a holomorphic function on H a such that l(z)2=t j(g,z) cr , teC, Itl=1.
The set G cr is a group by the group law defined by ( g , I ) (g' , 1 ' ) = (gg', I (g' ( z) ) I ' ( z) ).
We denote the projection of G cr to SL 2 (F) by P!' ,or pr«g,l»=g.
For a=(g,l(z}} eG , we denote l(z} by l(z) and put a (z)=g(z) for cr a z e H a and j cr =j cr. For a function f on H a and a E G , we define the a g cr function f n a by 
A«(J, A.,l1)()S«(J, A.).
For two continuous functions f and g satisfying ( 1.7 ), we put
11 "H ~ ~ =0 and I a ,i T = 1 for all a e U.
We call T eRa admissible if it is U-admissible for some U and denote by TU the set of all U-admissible T.
Hereafter we fix a weight a and write G=G and We also call A mUltiple if C ( cr , A) has more than two elements. A bilinear relation of coefficients of constant terms.
The purpose of this section is to generalize [ 3 , Theorem 6.1 ] to multiple A. Hereafter we assume .:t is non-cri tical. Let ~ be a congruence subgroup of G and put r =pr ( 1). ). Put P= { l ~ ~ J e SL 2 (F) I c=O }, != { a e G I pr ( a ) e P } .
Then P"" G / ~ is a fini te set. We call classes of P"" G / ~ cusp classes.
Take a complete set of representatives X for P""G / ~. For each e eX, ....., 
where
] .
Proof.
Take a positive number r so that any two sets ~ -l't ~ " ~ -tTr) 
This implies that A) . Though the unwritten terms also contain terms which do not contain e(hx), they tend to 0 in our later process of r-. 00 by [ 3 , Prop.2.1(2) ] .
we obtain Applying Lemma 2.1,
-a , consisting of all functions g(z,s) that are holomorphic at sO' We put
The following lemma is stated in [ 3 , Prop.7.2] under the assumption that .it is simple, but the assertion holds also for multiple
.it without any changes of the proof.
Lemma 3.1.
(
Conversely for a fixed non-cri tical .:t, we express p e C ( (J , .:t) as
wi th seC and an admissible 
For each p e C 1 , let y' (p) be the set of
all e e X such that P e fj" is R -regular. Then the number of elements 
